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Erosion
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Deposition
Coastal Knowledge 

“Hi, I’m Cliff. Ouch, I don’t like stormy

days. Waves and rain hit me and my

face gets washed away. The soft rock

and sand I’m made from becomes

sandy beaches like at Walberswick.”

The Suffolk coast and estuaries are made of

sands, muds and shingle that are soft compared

with hard rocks. 

The coast and estuaries are always changing

because waves, storms and tides can move these

soft materials easily from one place to another.

Walberswick is a good example of how the Suffolk

coast and estuaries can change over time. Look

at these maps and see how the area has changed

since the Roman times, up until 1587.

New spit
of land

Coast has
moved back

New land
formed
behind
spit

Let’s map coastal changeFind an up to date map ofWalberswick and drawapproximately on the maplines of 200 years, 1250years and 1587 years. Whatdo you think has caused thiscoastal change?

Things to do:  

Out and about:
Investigate the coast
With your class or family go 
to Orford Ness or Landguard
Nature Reserve, or explore
the internet to look at how
transportation and depositionhave shaped these places.
You could also visit Dunwich
museum to see how erosion
has affected the village over
many years!

Mouth
of river
estuary

Landguard point 2006
showing deposition in the
form of a spit

Sand
and
shingle
beach 

Damage to
main groyne
due to
waves

Groynes
large and
small
protecting
the coast

Landguard point in 
1982

Port of
Felixstowe

Reclaimed land

Fast moving water or wind can pick up sand and other

sediments, because they have energy. When the

water or wind loses energy, and slows down or 

stops completely, the material is dropped. This is

known as deposition.  

Lumps and bumps in the coastline or on the sea bed 

can make currents slow down and drop some of 

their load of sediment. Deposition can lead to the

creation of new landforms, such as a beach, a ness

or a spit shown in the photo.

Exploring deposition

Put some sand in a glass of

water and stir it quickly with a

spoon. Take the spoon out and

you will see that, as the water

slows down, the sand falls to

the bottom of the glass. Can

you see layers in the sand that

has settled on the bottom?

Why would this be?

Things to do:  

Suffolk Coast and Heaths www.suffolkcoastandheaths.org 

www.suffolkcoastandheaths.org 
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Erosion

Things to do:  

Transportation
Erosion of rocks can be caused by lots of different

natural forces including wind, rain, ice, the sun, and

the movement of rivers and sea. Erosion can be seen

on the cliffs at Bawdsey, Dunwich, Thorpeness,

Nacton and Covehithe.

Humans change

whole landscapes

with their

bulldozers and

lorries, digging out and moving

large amounts of soil and loose

rock. People also remove trees

and vegetation for farming, and

this allows water, wind and ice to

erode land more easily. Erosion

can also be caused by burrowing

animals like rabbits and badgers.

Become the wind and rain 

Get a piece of sandpaper and

rub it against a pebble or rock.

What do you see? You could

investigate how people clean

buildings by sandblasting.

Things to do:  

This land
will be
moved by
currents
along the
shore to
other
beaches.

Soft soil and rock
being washed away

Cliff slippage and erosion at
Bawdsey

Our coast is under constant attack by waves.

When waves hit many times the cliffs are

weakened and pieces break off. Currents take

loose material away and deposit it elsewhere.

This is called transportation.

Become a cliff
Go out onto a sandy beachlike Walberswick on a windyday. You will feel the sand hityour face, making it feelsmooth and shiny; this is like erosion. 

Out and about:

“During storms each

wave hits cliffs like me

with a force of several

tonnes, the weight of a

moving lorry!”.

The power of water

Get a watering can, a piece of
guttering, or a piece of pipe
cut in half and some different
sized pebbles and sand. Place
the sand in the guttering and
using the watering can pour
water down the pipe and see
how the sand moves. Then put
in larger pebbles and see if 
the water moves them.

Raise the pipe
up at one end to
create a slope
for the water

Large pebbles

Small pebbles

Sand

Groynes at Felixstowe slow down the

transportation of sed
iments South

Silt and
mud

Rock groynes

River Deben

Tracking waves andcurrents
Paint a few pebbles. With an adult, take the colouredpebbles to a beach, put themwhere the waves can justreach them being careful not to get wet. How do theymove? Draw a picture to show the pattern.

Things to do:  
The action of the rivers, the sea, ice and

wind are the main types of transportation,

taking away the small pieces of rock, 

sands and sediments broken down by

weathering and erosion.

Waves also transport sands and shingle

along the shore, which is called longshore

drift. This happens when waves hit the

shore at an angle, and move material up

and down the beach, but also sideways a

bit, depending on the direction of the wind.

Longshore drift has created features like

Orford Ness and Landguard point.

Sometimes groynes are built on beaches 

as barriers to stop longshore drift 

moving the sediment. 

You can see which way 

the drift goes by the way 

the sand piles up against 

the groyne.
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